
David Webb
ONE OF A KIND EMERALD
& DIAMOND NECKLACE

“Prestigious provenance and an intriguing backstory make the prospect of acquiring 
a fabulous jewel even more appealing. This is certainly true of this spectacular 
David Webb necklace made from over 450 carats of emeralds and created  for a 
longtime client in the 1980s. This Art Deco-inspired stunner was created for a 
former Olympic athlete who defected to the United States and together with her 
husband achieved the American Dream through successful real estate investments. 
She collected the emeralds on her travels and brought them to Webb’s New York 
studio where this one-off masterpiece was designed and produced. Openwork 
diamond panels of approximately 11 carats accent the four strands of graduated 
beads culminating in a dramatic spray of emerald fringe that is bold, beautiful and 

pure David Webb.”



Fred of Paris
GEM-SET CLUSTER EARRINGS

“Founded in 1936, Fred of Paris quickly established itself as an iconic jeweler with 
loyal clients including Marlene Dietrich and Grace Kelly. In these singular earrings, 
colored stones are playfully positioned to create maximum impact. Made from 
citrines, aquamarines and peridots and mixed with bright diamond pave ovals, 
these earrings are unexpected and fun to wear. The stones are loosely connected 

which gives them lovely movement when worn.”



Oscar Heyman
DIAMOND AND ENAMEL

GARDENIA EAR CLIPS

“For over 100 years, Oscar Heyman has been making exquisite jewels by hand 
in their New York studios. The first gardenias were made in the 1930s and were 
brooches as brooches were the statement piece of those times. Earrings followed. 
In these earrings, 263 round diamonds (6.40 carats) are set in platinum with 
green enamel accents. Like each piece made by Oscar Heyman, these have a serial 
number which correlates directly to the Heyman archives, making each piece of 

Oscar Heyman jewelry one-of-a-kind.”



Moussaieff
YELLOW AND ORANGE

SAPPHIRE FLOWER EAR CLIPS

“These spectacular earrings take their shape from nature with curved colored 
sapphire petals and diamond stamens. Each of the six petals on each earring has 
a total of 140 invisible-set French-cut yellow and yellowish orange sapphires. The 
seven stamens are basket-set with fancy light brown brilliant-cut diamonds and 
highlighted by 25 pave-set round full cut diamond melee. Total yellow and orange 
sapphire weight is approximately 25 carats (280 stones). Approximate fancy light 
brown diamond weight is 0.92 carats (14 stones). Approximate diamond weight is 
0.50 carats (50 stones). Yellow gold. Incredible workmanship. Signed, Moussaieff 

and CLM. Earrings measure approximately 1.25 inches by 1.25 inches.”



Bulgari
MULTICOLORED SAPPHIRE, EMERALD AND

DIAMOND NECKLACE AND EAR CLIPS

“This Bulgari pastel masterpiece reminds us that color can tell the main story. 
The mix of pastel colored sapphires with emeralds set into the bold sculptural 
yellow gold chain makes for an arresting effect. Through its history, Bulgari 
has chosen stones for their color rather than for their own singular intrinsic 
value. In this suite, the cheerful mix of pastel colors as “flowers” flanked by 
emerald “ leaves” is truly spring-like. This playfulness is further highlighted 

in the choice to make the earrings center on different colored sapphires.”



Bulgari
DIAMOND AND GEM-SET 
“MAMA PESCE” EAR CLIPS

“Illustrating Bulgari’s mastery of design and craftsmanship, these ear 
clips are exceptionally unique and spectacular. Each piece is designed as 
a school of stylized fish set with pink tourmalines, tsavorite garnets, grey 
mother of pearl, and diamonds suspending three smaller fish set with 
cabochon pink tourmalines, grey mother of pearl and diamonds. They are 

beautifully articulated and move with you.”



Tiffany & Co.
FIRE OPAL AND DIAMOND DROP EARRINGS

“The Tiffany Blue Book is the annual presentation of jewels Tiffany itself 
considers to be of flawless craftsmanship and peerless design. This collection 
of exceedingly rare masterpieces is enthusiastically anticipated by jewelry 
connoisseurs worldwide who seek to be among the first to view the collection 
and purchase one of its treasures. The Blue Book was first published in 1845.”



Asprey
BLUE CABOCHON CHALCEDONY 
DIAMOND AND SAPPHIRE RING

“In 1937, the Duke of Windsor commissioned famed French jeweler Suzanne 
Belperron to design a stunning suite of blue chalcedony, blue sapphires, and 
diamonds for his Duchess, Wallace Simpson. The suite was notable for being 
composed primarily of the blue chalcedony, the very hue of the stone in this 

ring.”



About Tiina
My goal as a collector, curator and retailer of exquisite jewelry is to present pieces that excite. 
My collection is characterized by an aesthetic that values the refinement and elegance of each 
jewel, beautiful color stories, timeless artistry and precise fabrication. Inspiration comes from 
pastel summers by the New England seaside, the olive hills around Wineglass Bay in Tasma-
nia, rich spices from the bustling souks of Marrakesh, the emerald green vineyards of Tusca-
ny, the dazzling white snowfalls in Rosa Khutor in the Caucasus Mountains and the brilliant 

blue roof tops of Santorini.

My focus is to build a collection that highlights unique, one-of-a-kind and the best examples 
of master jewelers including Van Cleef & Arpels, Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Bulgari, Boucheron, 
David Webb, Moussaieff, Michele della Valle, Buccellati, Henry Dunay, David Morris and 

others. Relationships with the finest jewelry houses, private sources, auctioneers and makers 
around the globe allow me to locate hard-to-find, special pieces that clients are not likely to 
find elsewhere. With degrees from Harvard College, Harvard Business School and the Gem-
ological Institute of America, I am well-trained to research relevant history and provenance, 

to compare and assess similar pieces in order to select the best option, thereby providing 
tremendous value to the client.a

       Tiina Smith


